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Moving from discovery to the production
of clinically usable materials requires several steps and decision points. The first decision is the selection of cell lines and
expression vectors. Bacterial expression
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Following medium selecorgan systems, and how these Exogenous enzyme is taken up by affected cells to correct the metabolic defect.
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preparation of a master cell bank to be
submitted as part of an Investigational New
Drug Application (INDA). This preparation
will allow material to be produced for Phase
I clinical safety studies in a timely manner.
Large-scale production of clinical material
that may be needed for Phase II and Phase
III studies will require a high-expression system, a stable subcloned cell line, a master
cell bank, a defined process in serum-free
medium, and a GMP facility.
Unfortunately, a critical unknown when
designing such a process is the dose
required for efficacy. Animal models can be
very helpful for providing initial dosage
information and suggesting possible clinical efficacy end points. In the absence of
an animal model, however, predicting clinical outcome is more difficult, and companies may forgo scale-up to save resources.
However, if early trials are successful, the
result may be a delay in producing largerscale lots for clinical studies.

Process optimization
Approximately 70% of approved biopharmaceutical products are made in mammalian cell-culture in suspension in stirredtank reactors, which has led to intensive
development efforts to increase cell-culturebased manufacturing capacities and productivity. Because this cultivation technology
is readily scalable and allows for good monitoring and control of culture conditions, it
offers robust processes that are relatively
easy to validate.
Such bioreactors are operated in two
different modes: batch and continuous perfusion. In a batch reactor, medium is
charged to the vessel, an inoculum of cells
is added to initiate the culture, and cells are
then allowed to grow for a period of time
(with temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen,
and carbon dioxide control). The cells and
soluble product are harvested at the end
of the run. Batch reactors are simple in
design but are limited in throughput by the
vessel volume, the nutrients available in the
cell-culture medium, and recombinant cell
waste product inhibition. Similarly, fedbatch reactors are basically batch reactors
in which only some of the medium is added
at the beginning of the culture. To further
increase volumetric productivity, the reactor volume is increased over time by adding
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Figure 2. Starting small. A researcher develops a small-scale cell culture in preparation for the
bioreactor.

fresh medium according to a schedule.
In a perfusion system, mammalian cells
are cultivated in a continuous, stirred-tank
bioreactor in combination with a cell-retention device to keep cells within the system.
Coupling the cell-retention device to the
bioreactor differentiates perfusion systems
from the classical, chemostat mode of cell
cultivation and allows operation at very
high cell densities. The perfusion system
is typically operated at a fixed, cell-specific perfusion rate (CSPR, typical units
are nanoliters per cell per day), which dictates the harvest flow rate and, hence, the
volumetric protein productivity. Fresh
medium is continuously fed into the bioreactor to replenish harvest withdrawal, and
cell density in the bioreactor is maintained
at a constant level by periodically discarding fluid from the bioreactor through the
cell-discard pump.
When producing protein therapeutics
that are less stable in a cell-culture environment, the residence time of excreted
product in the perfusion bioreactor can be
controlled via the medium-exchange rate.
Another major advantage of continuous perfusion-mode cell-culture systems is the ability to achieve higher cell concentrations
via cell-retention devices, leading to high productivity in a relatively “small-vessel” bioreactor as compared with batch systems.
This feature gives smaller biotechnology
companies that do not have the capital to
build larger facilities the opportunity to

manufacture in-house. In addition, fewer
steps are necessary for seed-train scale-up—
all steps of cell growth from a single frozen
vial to bioreactor inoculum—because of
the small final tank size; bioreactors used
in such perfusion processes are typically 50to 100-fold smaller than those commonly
used for fed-batch processes.
For its recombinant replacement enzyme
production, BioMarin has implemented a
continuous perfusion system because of the
complex nature of the process—low cell-specific productivities compared with antibodies and growth-associated expression
kinetics—and the reduced size requirements for a cGMP (current Good Manufacturing Practices) facility.

Case studies
BioMarin has two drugs in various stages
of development for treating MPS. The
recombinant enzyme α-L-iduronidase is
sold as Aldurazyme (laronidase) for the
treatment of MPS I. Aryplase, a recombinant form of N-acetylgalactosamine-4-sulfatase (also known as arylsulfatase B or
rhASB), is an investigational product in
Phase III clinical trials for the treatment of
MPS VI. In developing both drugs, the
company wanted to increase enzyme yields
with multiple process improvements, without modifying the original cell lines.
In the case of laronidase, adherence to
a commercialization timeline was the main
issue. Process optimization included
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changes in several parameters: dissolved
oxygen, pH, perfusion rate, temperature,
medium components, cell-retention device,
cell-culture cultivation length, and bioreactor
vessel size. Results reported in various
publications have indicated that the beneficial effects of changing cell-culture parameters for recombinant protein production
in CHO cells are cell-line-specific. By using
these parameters, the volumetric productivity increased 80-fold.
For the development of rhASB, the timeline was more flexible. Preclinical and
Phase I clinical materials had been produced
using a low-yield, fed-batch process.
Because of structural restrictions related
to the company’s facility, the same-sized
bioreactor was used to produce Phase III
material, but the process was changed to
a high-cell-density continuous perfusion
system using the same cell line. Changing
from fed-batch to perfusion in the same size
bioreactor produced 20 times as much
product per run.

An important element in accelerated
development planning is establishing formal
and/or informal collaborative programs
between company departments. It is important to match early discovery requirements
with commercial reality, practicality, yield,
reproducibility, scalability, regulatory con-

A combination of science and
strategy facilitates movement
toward rapid approval.

identified through cell line and process
development, and, if the product does not
pass a checkpoint, alternative strategies
must be quickly decided and acted on.
In the end, good science and good planning are critical factors for implementing
a successful development program and
understanding the drivers that will enhance
a company’s ability to meet aggressive
timelines. Efficient implementation of decisions and continuity of personnel are also
critical for success.
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